
1. Write the comparative forms for the following adjectives: 

old → older than 

1. small →  

2. big →  

3. important →  

4. easy →  

5. difficult →  

6. longer →  

7. heavier →  

8. sweet →  

9. expensive →  

10. hot →  

11. cheap →  

12. good →  

13. bad →  

14. lazy →  

2.Complete the sentences. Use the COMPARATIVE form of the words. 

(comfortable) This chair is more comfortable than that chair. 

1. (large) Your flat is  mine. 

2. (warm) It's  today  yesterday. 

3. (important) This woman is  him. 

4. (heavy) Iron is  wood. 

5. (good) Pedro's English is  Paulo's. 

6. (bad) My cooking is  yours. 

7. (pretty) This dress is  that one. 

8. (strong) A horse is  a person. 

9. (beautiful) A rose is  a weed. 

10. (curly) Jack's hair is  mine. 

 

 



3. Complete the sentences. 

1. An elephant is ______________ a mouse. 

2. A lemon is sour. An orange is _____________ a lemon. 

3. The weather is ______________ yesterday. 

4. A lake is ______________ an ocean. 

5. Hills are low. Mountains are _______________ hills. 

6. Good health is _______________ money. 

7. An airplane is _______________ a car. 

8. Maths is ________________ English at our school. 

 

4.Write the superlative forms of the following. 

(long) the longest 

1. small →  

2. big →  

3. important →  

4. easy →  

5. difficult →  

6. longer →  

7. heavier →  

8. sweet →  

9. expensive →  

10. hot →  

11. cheap →  

12. good →  

13. bad →  

14. lazy →  

 

 

sweeter than        quicker than       smaller than          colder than. 

harder than          better than          bigger than           higher than  



5. Complete the sentences. 

(large) The largest city in Canada is Toronto. 

1. (long) The Nile is  river in the world. 

2. (high) Mt. McKinley in Alaska is  mountain in North America. 

3. (tall) The Sears Tower is  building in Chicago. 

4. (interesting) I'm taking three science. Chemistry is  of all of 

them. 

5. (big) Lake Superior is  lake in North America. 

6. (short) February is  month of the year. 

7. (large) Asia is  continent in the world. 

8. (small) Australia is  continent in the world 

 

6. Circle the correct answer: 

1. Which country is the biggest? 

China    Canada    Brazil 

2. Which ocean is the deepest? 

Indian Ocean  Atlantic Ocean   Pacific Ocean 

3. Which city has the largest population? 

Tokyo    London    New York 

4. Which river is the longest? 

The Yangtze River  The Nile River   The Amazon River 

5. Which sea is the largest? 

The South China Sea The Mediterranean Seas  The Caribbean Sea 

 

7. Use the correct form (ADJECTIVE or ADVERB, COMPARATIVE or 

SUPERLATIVES) of the words. 

careful → Lynne drives more carefully than her brother does. 

1. beautiful → A tiger is  a goat. 

2. slow → Tony eats  Jim. 



3. hard → Sue studies  of all. 

4. good → I like jazz music  rock music. 

5. late → Mark usually goes to bed  his roommate. 

6. good → Sheila can speak  of all. 

7. sharp → A razor is usually  a knife. 

8. dangerous → A motorcycle is  a bicycle. 

 

8. Complete each sentence with either: as - more - than 

1. My telephone isn't as modern  your one. 

2. This watch looks nice but it's more expensive  the other. 

3. Your car is the same make  mine. 

4. That film wasn't  good as the last one we saw together. 

5. I didn't know you were the same age  me. When is your birthday? 

6. This is a nice house but your house is  beautiful. 

7. We have less time  you think! Come on - let's go. 

8. What a great beach - the other beach was  crowded too. 

9. You are not  intelligent as your boss. 

10. You must be very hungry. You took  food than me. 

 
 

 


